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AbstractWe describe an approach to shape recognition based on asking relational questionsabout the arrangement of landmarks, basically localized and oriented boundary seg-ments. The questions are grouped into highly structured inquiries in the form of a tree.There are, in fact, many trees, each constructed from training data based on entropyreduction. The outcome of each tree is not a classi�cation but rather a distributionover shape classes. The �nal classi�cation is based on an aggregate distribution.The framework is non-Euclidean and there is no feature vector in the standardsense. Instead, the representation of the image data is graphical and each question isassociated with a labeled subgraph. The ordering of the questions is highly constrainedin order to maintain computational feasibility, and dependence among the trees isreduced by randomly sub-sampling from the available pool of questions.Experiments are reported on the recognition of handwritten digits. Although theamount of training data is modest by today's standards, the rates we achieve arecompetitive with those reported elsewhere using neural network, nearest-neighbor, andother nonparametric classi�ers.Keywords. Shape recognition, handwritten digits, decision trees, stochastic indexing, com-putational learning.1 IntroductionWe explore a new approach for recognizing shapes by asking many questions about thespatial arrangement of local \landmarks." Like the parlor game \Twenty Questions," thequestions are asked one at a time, answered \yes" or \no," and the ordering is adaptive.Consequently, the whole procedure is organized into a binary tree. There are, in fact, manytrees, whose construction is randomized to reduce correlation, and which can be run inparallel. Each tree yields a distribution (\soft decision") rather than a classi�cation; the�nal classi�cation is based on an aggregate distribution. To date, our experiments involvedeformable, planar shapes, speci�cally handwritten digits, but the method appears genericand should be adaptable to other visual recognition problems.The trees are created o�-line with training data. Each new question is chosen from a largepool in order to remove as much residual uncertainty as possible about the true hypothesisand taking into account the answers to the previous questions. (In our experiments, the dataare images of individual handwritten numerals and the set X of possible hypotheses is simply0; 1; :::; 9.) Uncertainty is measured by the entropy of the pending posterior probability2



distribution over the classes, i.e., the updated class likelihoods given the test results. Unlikethe parlor game, however, the responses are highly ambiguous (due mainly to variations inthe presentations of shapes) and therefore the true hypothesis cannot be determined withouterror by a deterministic process of elimination. Consequently, the most natural way to labelthe terminal nodes is by a distribution on X rather than a speci�c hypothesis in X .A departure from ordinary tree-structured methods is that our framework is non-Euclidean.In the standard approach to nonparametric learning and estimation, there is a training set;each instance is classi�ed and assigned a numerical feature vector of �xed dimension. Thequestions are then scalar functions of this vector, perhaps simple ones such as \halfplanequestions" which divide a single axis and thereby progressively subdivide the \feature space"into rectangular cells, or more complex ones involving linear or non-linear functions of manycoordinates.In our case each data point is an image, classi�ed in X . There is no natural feature vector,unless one takes this to be the raw image data themselves, i.e., the \vector" of grey levels.(This in fact is what is done in certain neural networks and nearest-neighbor schemes.) Nordo we extract numerical or \statistical" features in the usual sense. Instead, we consider anextension of the so-called \structural approach" based on a graphical representation of theraw image data. (There is no preprocessing.) We then construct relational trees based onprobing this representation, progressively updating the distribution on X as more and moreinformation about spatial relationships is accumulated.The graphical representation is only implicit; it is never explicitly calculated and stored.The vertices are labeled by certain types of local binary patterns (landmarks), together withan image location. There is no sub-classi�cation problem: the landmarks are deterministicfunctions of the data which do not have complex interpretations in terms of di�erentialproperties of curves (\concavity" etc.) or structural con�gurations (\ending," \turn" etc.).The edges of the representation graph are labeled by possible planar arrangements amongthe vertex locations, such as \north-south" and \next to." The arrangements need notnecessarily involve nearby landmarks and can convey highly global information.Questions are associated with the existence of generic subgraphs (partial representations),meaning that the vertex labels are location-independent. The high complexity of subgraphisomorphism is avoided by structuring the trees to limit the rate of growth of the subgraphsand maintain connectivity. In other words, at each node the set of questions investigateddepends on the questions previously asked and their responses. More speci�cally, this setdepends on the \pending subgraph" - the partial representation determined by all the pre-vious \yes" answers along that branch back to the root. The new question may enlarge this3



by at most one new vertex and one new relation. In e�ect, the questions are of the form: \Is(existing) vertex two northwest of (existing) vertex three?" or \Is there a vertex of type Asouth of (existing) vertex three?". Recognition is very fast since there is no on-line optimiza-tion, template-matching, or other computationally intensive procedures; we need only followa pre-computed set of instructions to search for particular landmarks in particular regions.By construction, the questions are scale-invariant, translation- invariant, and deformation-invariant. Partial rotation invariance is achieved by using internal coordinates, i.e., coordi-nate systems based on vertex locations.The distribution associated with each terminal node is the empirical one generated bythe training points which land there. Consequently, these trees are themselves distribution-valued questions, actually random measures in an appropriate stochastic framework. Eachtree could itself be regarded as a classi�er by plurality rule, i.e., taking the mode of thedistribution. For any given training set, there is then a fundamental trade-o� between thedepth of the tree and its generality: deep trees have relatively peaked distributions, but havemany nodes and require very large training sets in order to avoid over-dedication; shallowtrees are obviously less decisive and accurate, but tend to be more representative of theglobal population from which the training set is sampled.We attempt to overcome this dilemma by constructing many trees; hopefully an aggregateresult reliably signals the true hypothesis. The trees are generated automatically by randomlysub-sampling from the pool of questions, exploring perhaps one to ten percent of the totalnumber of allowable questions at each junction, and choosing the best question from thisrandom subset. The fact that we can make many trees (at least 100) with any degreeof \orthogonality" (statistical independence) is a consequence of the sub-sampling and theremarkable richness of the world of spatial relationships.The manner in which the results are aggregated is ad hoc; in fact, we just sum thedistributions and take the aggregate mode. We report experiments with several protocols fortree depth, randomization, etc. Even with training sets of order 10; 000, which are small bytoday's standards (see x7,8), we achieve recognition rates around 98% with no rejection. Thisis competitive with the best statistical, neural network, and other nonparametric classi�ers;see x7 and [48]. Given more data, it is not necessary to construct new trees from scratch:one can simply \enrich" the terminal nodes (i.e., update the counts) and occasionally deepenthe trees by splitting a terminal node if the amount of the data and degree of uncertaintywarrant a new question. It should then be possible to exploit training sets of order 100; 000.In the next section, x2, we identify and summarize some work related to ours. The generalclassi�cation tree methodology, including the principle of entropy reduction, is reviewed4



in x3. We introduce our relational framework in x4 and discuss distribution-valued trees,progressive learning, and the depth/generality tradeo�. Multiple trees are introduced inx5 as well as the role of random sampling of the questions. The issue of invariance withrespect to deformations, distortions of data, and a�ne transformations is treated in x6. Thecharacter recognition problem is briey outlined in x7 and some details about training andtesting, together with experiments on handwritten digits, are presented in x8. Finally, a fewspeculative remarks are made in x9.2 Tree-Based and Related Recognition StrategiesSingle decision, search, and classi�cation trees have already been used to a limited extentfor pattern and object recognition ([11],[21]). In the context of rigid objects, Swain ([46])constructs a tree based on high level features, entropy reduction, and object topology inorder to recognize a small number of polyhedra. See also Spirkovska ([43]). Goad ([18])uses search trees to match detected vs. predicted edges, and emphasizes pre-processingto reduce recognition time. Hansen and Henderson ([20]) use CAD models to generate a\strategy tree" based on features (e.g., edges and surface patches) which is used to generatehypotheses about object poses. Sossa and Horaud ([42]) explore a variation of geometrichashing based on relational graphs which capture the intrinsic topology of objects. Arkinet al ([4]) use decision trees for classifying convex planar shapes, asking whether individualpixels are \inside" or \outside." Wang and Suen ([47]) attempt to classify printed characterswith trees. Decision trees have also been used for recognizing deformable shapes, for instancehandwritten Chinese characters ([19]), biological shapes ([32]) and roads ([15], [16]), althoughin the latter work the tree is constructed on-line.Our work has aspects in common with some of these approaches, but di�ers in sev-eral important respects, such as the use of multiple trees generated by randomization. Inaddition, our \features" are low level, robust and avoid subclassi�cation; our trees are au-tomatically generated from training data, not modeled by the user; and our questions arepurely relational.Besides classi�cation trees, our method resembles other computational strategies for ob-ject recognition. For example, in the popular \hypothesis and test" paradigm, there is usuallya feature-based representation for the objects (perhaps graphical), and two sub-processes areiterated: \indexing," in which a few detected features are used to elicit a candidate set ofobjects and/or poses; and \matching," in which a more global correspondence is investi-gated. In contrast to the repeated elicitation of candidate hypotheses, the indexing in our5



approach, such as it exists, is dynamic and stochastic. We gradually formulate speci�c con-jectures. There is an evolving distribution on hypotheses which is continually updated inlight of the additional information derived from the most recent question. In fact, sincethese questions are associated with image locations (relative to established landmarks), ourapproach might be considered an example of \active vision" and proposals for aggregatingthe evidence accumulated by an active sensor.The counterpart of object recognition is model registration. In ([2]) the issue of modelregistration for deformable objects is addressed using graphs describing the planar arrange-ment of local landmarks; see also ([3]). There the graphs are created by hand and arematched to the data using dynamic programming on decomposable subgraphs. The com-mon premise here and there is that objects can be identi�ed and discriminated through theplanar arrangement of simple and robust local features.3 Decision TreesDecision trees are ubiquitous. We have already mentioned some applications to recognition.In addition, tree-structured protocols for searching, classifying, and other decision-makingtasks appear in Information Theory, Combinatorial Optimization, Machine Learning andStatistics. For example, variations of the deterministic \Twenty Questions Game" corre-spond to well-known problems in coding theory and combinatorial optimization. In particu-lar, the optimal strategy for choosing subsets is given by the Hu�man code ([26], [49]) sincethe problem may be viewed as one of code construction under the constraint of minimizingthe number of bits to examine during decoding. Generally, however, optimal strategies forchoosing and ordering questions are virtually impossible to construct ([27]) and work centerson \greedy" strategies, sometimes called \splitting algorithms" ([12],[13],[33]).In Machine Learning ([40]) and Statistics (e.g., CART [6]) the construction of decisiontrees is data-driven. The posterior distribution over hypotheses given certain test results isthe empirical one determined by the training data. This is the approach taken here.Papers dealing with the general methodology of tree construction include [6],[9],[22], [29],[37], [40], and [41]; see also the discussion in [21].Nonparametric Tree Construction.Nonparametric (=data-driven) construction of a (single) tree begins with:� A set X of hypotheses (i.e., classi�cation labels);6



� A training set 
tr of data points with known labels X(!) 2 X ; ! 2 
tr;� A set Q = fQ1; :::; QNg of questions (or tests or experiments), where each Qn is ascalar function on 
tr;� A set of decisions D.In our case, the training set consists of binary images of isolated handwritten digits, thequestions are relational functionals of the image data (speci�c examples are given later), andthe decisions are distributions on X .When we write expressions such as P (X = x); P (Q1 = q1; :::; QN = qnjX = x) andP (X = xjQ1; :::; Qk) we are regarding X and Q1; :::; QN as random variables relative to theempirical distribution P on 
tr: P (A) = ]A=]
tr, where A � 
tr and ]A is the number ofelements in A. Thus, for example, the initial distribution �0 over hypotheses is�0(x) = ]f! 2 
trjX(!) = xg]
tr :Similarly, P (X = xjQ1 = q) = ]f! 2 
trjX(!) = x;Q1(!) = qg]f! 2 
trjQ1(!) = qgthe proportion of training points which answer \q" to question Q1.It will also be useful to imagine a much larger universe 
 of \data" from which thetraining set is randomly sampled or otherwise selected, each element having \true" labelX(!). In our case, 
tr is the set of images in our particular database of isolated handwrittendigits and 
 is the set of all images of handwritten digits. Of course we hope that thedistributional properties of the tree we construct, such as classi�cation rates, generalize to
, or at least to \test sets" drawn from 
.The questions are asked sequentially and adaptively, meaning that at each stage we mayutilize the results of previous responses in order to choose the next one. Let the index ofthe �rst question chosen be �1 2 f1; :::; Ng, the index of the second question �2 = �2(q1),which depends on the response q1 to the �rst question, the index of the third question�3 = �3(q1; q2), which depends on the �rst two responses, etc. The tree has Q�1 at theroot (or level-one) node, which branches into nodes corresponding to the possible answersto Q�1, etc. Our problem is then to ask these questions in an \optimal" order relative tosome criterion, for instance asking as few as possible at a given accuracy level, or achievingthe best accuracy with a given number of questions. Since these problems are intractable,we simply try to minimize uncertainty about X as much as possible at each step.7



Therefore, �1 = arg min1�n�N H(XjQn):In other words, we choose �1 to minimize the expected amount of uncertainty about X giventhe answer to Q�1, which is the same as maximizing the expected gain in information. Nowsuppose the �rst k levels have been made, and we are at some level k + 1 node, k � 1. LetBk = fQ�1 = q1; :::; Q�k = qkg, the set of data points in 
tr which respond q1; :::; qk to the�rst k questions along the branch we are on. These data points are \sitting" at the currentnode under construction and will be used to determine the next split. Again, we choose thequestion which minimizes the expected uncertainty, but now under the \current" posteriorP (�jBk): �k+1(q1; :::; qk) = arg min1�n�N H(XjBk; Qn)= arg min1�n�N Xq2f0;1gP (Qn = qjBk)H(XjBk; Qn = q):Under the empirical distribution, this means choosing n to minimize:� Xq2f0;1g ](fQn = qgTBk)]Bk Xx2X ](fX = x;Qn = qgTBk)](fQn = qgTBk) log2 ](fX = x;Qn = qgTBk)](fQn = qgTBk)where fQn = qg = f! 2 
trjQn(!) = qg, and similarly for fX = x;Qn = qg.We stop asking questions when one of the hypotheses becomes overwhelmingly likely.This is equivalent to stopping as soon as the entropy of the posterior distribution P (�jBk)falls below a threshold. Such a node is declared to be \terminal," and labeled by one of thedecisions d 2 D. If D = X , i.e., if we make a guess X̂ about the true hypothesis at eachterminal node, then each label will be associated with many terminal nodes, and followingsuch a terminal node back to the root will produce one sequence of observations for whichX̂ = x. For each x, the totality of such sequences determines a region of observation space- the event fX̂ = xg.4 Relational Trees4.1 Euclidean vs. Relational FrameworkIn the standard applications of the above construction above ([6], [40]), [21]) there is a \fea-ture vector" Y1(!); :::; YM(!) of �xed dimension associated with each data point ! 2 
tr anda set of questions is based on this vector. (In some cases the feature vector is categorical, e.g.,8



in machine learning.) Often, the questions are of the form Qn(!) = IAn(Y1(!); :::; YM(!))where An is a linear subspace of feature space and IAn is the indicator function. For example,in CART, the questions involve halfplanes, i.e., each question is of the form \Is Yn(!) < c ?"for some particular coordinate n and cutpoint c. Other examples involve linear combinationsof the feature variables. In general all the questions can be asked at a given node. Manymethods have been proposed for deciding when to stop splitting nodes, i.e., declare nodes tobe terminal. For example, rather long trees may be grown and then pruned back. Generallythe terminal nodes are assigned one of the possible classi�cations and it is well-known thatgood performance on the training set may not be reected in results on test data. See [6].It is possible, but awkward, to express our questions in such a framework. Perhaps theeasiest way is the following. Recall that our data representation is based on a labeled graph,and our questions concern the existence of subgraphs. Now index a binary feature vector by3-tuples from the setfvertex labelsg2� fimage locationsg2 � frelationsg:If j is one of these 3-tuples, the corresponding feature, Yj, assumes the value 1 if the indicatedrelation holds between the indicated vertex labels (landmarks) at the indicated locations, andYj = 0 otherwise. The subgraph questions are then of the form Qn = IAn(Y1; :::; YM) whereM is the size of the index set (very large) and An is, in general, an extremely complicatedsubset of f0; 1gM , partly because the questions involve matching generic subgraphs whichinvolve landmarks and relations but no locations. Clearly, this representation is unnatural.Hence we view our approach as inherently relational and non-Euclidean.Let L and R denote, respectively, the set of possible vertex and edge labels. These will bemade precise momentarily. The corresponding set of generic labeled (or attributed) graphsis denoted G; thus each g 2 G consists of a set of vertices fv1; :::; vkg with vi 2 L and a setof ordered edges fR(is; js)g; R(is; js) 2 R; 1 � is; js � k; s = 1; :::; S.There is a question Qg for every labeled graph g 2 G. The answers are Qg(!) = 1 if g is asubgraph of G(!) and Qg(!) = 0 otherwise. In other words, we are asking whether or not the\con�guration" g appears in the image !. In principle, once L and R are speci�ed, one couldattempt to build trees exactly as above. But this would obviously not be computationallyfeasible since the set of possible questions is too large and checking subgraph isomorphismis too intensive.The basic idea is to severely restrict the set of allowable questions at each junction. Therestricted set depends on Bk. The entropy minimization problem is then highly constrained.We shall explain how this is accomplished after de�ning G.9



4.2 LandmarksThe possible vertex labels are de�ned based on the eight masks. Recall that our data pointsare binary images, say dark digits on a white background. (We will indicate how to accom-modate grey levels in x6.1.) In the masks, the 1's represent digit pixels, the 0's representbackground pixels and the 2's could be either digit or background. Loosely speaking, themasks are designed to detect locations where the tangents to object boundaries lie in oneof four possible directions: north-south, east-west, northeast- southwest, and northwest-southeast. Four of the masks are shown below. The other four result from switching the 0'sand 1's, i.e., switching the object-background orientation.0BBB@ 0 0 2 1 10 0 2 1 10 0 2 1 10 0 2 1 10 0 2 1 11CCCA0BBBB@ 2 2 1 1 2 22 2 1 1 1 20 0 2 1 1 10 0 0 2 1 12 0 0 0 2 22 2 0 0 2 21CCCCA0BBB@ 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 12 2 2 2 20 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 01CCCA0BBBB@ 2 2 1 1 2 22 1 1 1 2 21 1 1 2 0 01 1 2 0 0 02 2 0 0 0 22 2 0 0 2 21CCCCAFigure 1: The �rst four masks used to identify landmarksClearly this is a very primitive set of masks; plenty of additional possibilities (e.g., includingmore directions) could be tried.There are sixteen vertex labels corresponding to sixteen landmark types, L1; :::; L16. Apixel u is lighted as an instance of one of the �rst eight landmarks if there is a perfect matchbetween the corresponding mask and image data when the mask is centered at u. The secondgroup of landmarks is a \robust" version of the �rst group. Occurrence of one of these meansthe same as above, except that there needn't be a perfect match; speci�cally, the numberof matching zeros and the number of matching ones must both exceed some threshold. InFigure 2 we show an image together with all the instances of landmarks L4 and L12.
Figure 2: Instances of landmarks 4 and 12.These landmarks are very crude and do not represent distinguishing or complex propertiesof object boundaries. In general, many (sometimes all) of the sixteen landmarks occur atleast somewhere in every image and there is consequently very little information in mere10



existence. On the other hand, there is no sub-classi�cation problem: the occurrence ornon-occurrence of a landmark at an image location is unambiguous.In order to simplify the book-keeping involved in storing instances edges, we have clus-tered the instances of individual landmarks. All the pixels in disjoint blocks which light upfor a given landmark are represented by one pixel at the center of mass. In Figure 3 we showthe locations of the landmarks in Figure 2 after clustering.
Figure 3: Instances of landmarks 4 and 12 after clustering.Finally, there is one more landmark, L0, which is the \OR landmark" and occurs at pixelu if any of the sixteen others occur there. It is informative to know where there is strokeand where there is background.4.3 Relations.Basically, the edge labels are the eight oriented relationships \south," \southeast," \east,"etc., with each interpreted at three \tolerances," yielding twenty-four possible binary rela-tions. We abbreviate these as R = fS1; S2; S3; SE1; SE2; SE3; :::g. The precise de�nitiondepends on the orientation of the vector between two landmarks locations.Note: We shall describe the set-up in an absolute coordinate system. In order to achieverotation invariance, it is necessary to use internal coordinates based on relative vertex loca-tions. For simplicity we shall omit the details.An edge R 2 R exists between an instance of landmark Li at location u = (u1; u2) andan instance of landmark Lj at location w = (w1; w2) if the vector V = (w1�u1; w2�u2) liesin a polar wedge associated with R. The three tolerances are ��=4;��=8 and ��=16. Thus,for example, there is an edge of type S1 if the angle between the vectors V and (0;�1) falls in(��=4; �=4) (i.e., Lj is roughly \below" Li); of type S2 if this angle falls in (��=8; �=8); andof type S3 if it falls in (��=16; �=16) (i.e., Lj lies almost directly south of Li). Notice that11



two landmarks may be linked by several distinct edge types, and that edges exist betweenevery pair of landmarks.The graph G(!) assigned to an image ! is the one determined by all (clustered) land-mark locations and all existing relations. The amount of information extracted with theseingredients is immense. Moreover, one can also consider ternary relations (involving the tri-angle formed by three landmark locations) and relations between relations, such as parallel,co-linear, etc., (\perceptual groupings"- [34]). We have only considered binary relations.Notice that any graph g 2 G may have many \instances" in !, i.e., there may be manycopies of g in G(!); see Figure 4.4.4 Growth ConstraintsThe pool of questions available at the top node of the tree ask whether a speci�c relationexists between two speci�c types of landmarks. (This is the minimal con�guration with anydiscriminatory power.) In other words, the �rst question is Q�1 where �1 is a graph with twovertices and one edge, hence of the form (v1 = LijRkjv2 = Lj) where Rk 2 R. If Q�1 = 0, wechoose again from such graphs. If Q�1 = 1, there are one or more instances of the pendinggraph, �1. In principle all these instances should be stored and any future question shouldbe answered for every instance. (In practice, however, we maintain a limit on the numberof kept instances, a form of pruning.) We now choose choose �2(1) from among extensionsof �1 to connected graphs with either: (i) Two vertices and two edges, or (ii) Three verticesand two edges.In general terms, let t be a level k + 1 node and let Gt be the set of allowed choices.The graphs at the ancestor nodes are �j; j = 1; :::; k; the one with the largest index j� withQ��j = 1 is the \pending graph," i.e., the largest con�rmed graph. Any g 2 Gt must expandg��j by either (i) one edge or (ii) one vertex and one edge involving this vertex. In this way,the pending graph grows slowly and remains connected. In practice, these constraints reducethe search to several hundred questions. In Figure 4 we show two instances of one graph gfound in in an image of an \8", the same graph found in an image of a \2", together withthe description of the labels of this speci�c pending graph.
12



Figure 4: Two instances of a graph found in an 8, and one instance found in a 2. The labeled vertices and edges are:(v1 = L7jNE1jv2 = L16); (v1 = L7jN1jv3 = L4); (v3 = L4jNW2jv4 = L2); (v4 = L2jNE1jv5 = L10); (v4 = L2jS1jv6 = L5):NOTE: Some degree of connectivity is crucial for performance. For example, if the pendinggraph consists entirely of disconnected subgraphs of size two (e.g., if the procedure at theroot node is repeated at every node) then the results are relatively poor. It is the gradualaccumulation of relationships among a growing, but relatively small, number of landmarksthat provides discriminating power.4.5 GeneralizationObviously performance and other attributes of the system depend on the size and choice ofthe training set. We do not know how performance is a�ected by the size of 
tr since wehave not done systematic experiments (such as those in [44]) with the database we have (seex8), let alone with very large ones.Another issue is the extent of performance deterioration from training to test data. Thiswill be pronounced unless the trees are very shallow, so that every question is chosen based ona population of data points su�ciently large that the same question would be chosen for anyother large sample of data points with the same \history." In this case, the performance ofthe individual classi�ers is generally mediocre, unless, of course, the training set is extremelylarge, in which case the trees can be both general and deep. One alternative is to constructtrees with one training set and then enrich them (i.e., update the counts) with considerablymore data. In this case the performance fall-o� is largely eliminated. A closely related13



issue is the extent to which equally-sized training sets might yield di�erent classi�ers, i.e.,the problem of \over-dedication." (See the discussion in [17] about the \bias-variance"dilemma.)Suppose a tree is constructed based on 
tr. Thus, for each data point ! 2 
tr, we de�nea probability distribution �(!) = f�(x; !); x 2 Xg where�(x; !) = ]
(x; !)]
(!)Here 
(!) is the portion of the training set which lands in the same terminal node of thetree as does !, and 
(x; !) is the set of points in 
(!) which have label x. We regard � as adistribution-valued random variable on 
tr. Then, almost by de�nition, for any distribution� on the classes, P (X = xj� = �) = �(x): In other words, given we are in the set of datapoints which land in any terminal node with distribution �, the conditional probability underP that the label is x is �(x). Still �xing the tree, and given another, larger set 
, � is again arandom distribution on 
, and one may ask whether the resulting conditional distribution ofX given � is still � itself, i.e., whether �(!) still represents the correct posterior distributionon the labels of data points, but now across the larger domain, most of which may not havebeen used in the construction of the tree. If this property remains valid than indeed the tree\generalizes" from 
tr to 
.Again, shallow trees are more general than deep ones, and questions made with relativelyfew data points will tend to be over-dedicated to the training set, resulting in distributionswhich can be signi�cantly di�erent from those obtained by enrichment.4.6 Progressive LearningWe therefore consider a two-step learning procedure consisting of (i) initial constructionand (ii) enrichment and deepening. In the �rst step we are building the basic classi�er andobtaining an initial estimate of the \parameters," namely the weights at the terminal nodes.In the second step we are updating our estimates based on new data, and enlarging the treeby splitting some terminal nodes. Each new (classi�ed) data point adds one count (to eachtree). The procedure is computationally e�cient since the initial construction is based onvery \conservative" stopping rules and hence can be accomplished with moderately-sizedtraining sets. 14



4.7 On-Line ExecutionThe training (=tree construction) may be intensive, but the on-line recognition is extremelysimple: we need only execute the strategy, i.e., follow the instructions. There is no on-lineoptimization. Moreover, since we traverse exactly one path of the tree it doesn't matterhow many di�erent questions are represented in the entire tree: we must only ask the thoseencountered on the path dictated by the data.If the classi�cation is based on a single tree then the obvious decision rule is to classifya terminal node by the mode of the (empirical) distribution �(!) - that class which has themost representatives at that node. The performance of this classi�er was not satisfactory(see x8.6), which led us to consider multiple trees.5 Multiple TreesThe idea of using multiple decision trees is relatively new although it appears to be quicklygaining popularity. Some authors have suggested using multiple \pruned" or \shrunken"subtrees of one single decision tree ([10]) . Others have created mutiple decision trees throughinteraction with the user ([30]). A very recent idea is to use mutiple \decision stumps",namely depth two trees; see [39]. In [7], multiple trees are created by generating bootstrapreplicates of the learning set and creating a decision tree for each such replicate. Mostof these papers are dealing with relatively small data sets, �xed size feature vectors, andquestions or splits of the single coordinate type. All accounts of multiple trees point to anincrease in performance and stability of the classi�er.In our context the data sets are very large and the family of allowable relational questionsis immense. This suggests yet another mechanism for generating multiple trees: choosinga random subset of the allowable questions at each node and selecting the best questionfrom this subset. This is an automatic procedure which appears to promote \orthogonality"among the trees. It should be emphasized that this is not a procedure which simply picks aquestion at random at each node, thereby generating completely random trees, as suggestedin Mingers ([36]) and criticized in Buntine and Niblett ([8]).Our procedure is the following.� Start with a training set 
tr of modest size and separately create many trees of modestdepth;� Promote \orthogonality" among the trees by generating a small random subset fromthe pool of questions at every node and choosing from that subset the question with15



most information gain ;� Declare nodes to be terminal when the number of data points falls below a threshold,the node is su�ciently \pure," or a maximum depth is reached;� Label each terminal node by the histogram of counts from 
tr;� Enrich the terminal nodes with any additional training data by updating the counts,occasionally expanding nodes when there is enough data and uncertainty to warrant anew question;� Classify using the mode of the aggregate distribution.5.1 Individual vs. Simultaneous ConstructionWe have chosen to make the trees individually, using the same or separate protocols for eachtree. In particular, the questions chosen at the nodes of tree j have no impact on thosechosen for tree l. Consequently, the trees are constructed one at a time, without referenceto those already built, and following a protocol which incorporates the constraints on graph-growing described in x4.4 as well as random sub-sampling of the questions meeting thoseconstraints; an example will be given in x8. (In principle, all the trees could be constructedin parallel.) For each sampled question, the resulting average empirical entropy over theclasses is computed and the question is chosen for which this is smallest, as described in x3.Another possibility is to construct the trees simultaneously, in an interdependent fashion,where the criterion itself for selecting a question in any one tree will depend on the partialconstruction of all other trees. For example, one might build all the trees to depth one,then all to depth two, etc., or randomly select any (current) terminal node for splitting,allowing the trees to grow at di�erent rates. The entropy criterion would be replaced byone which takes into account the overall system performance based on the pending terminaldistributions. One example would be the overall misclassi�cation rate. Another is the sumover all training points of the aggregate mass (see x5.3 below) placed on the label of thetraining point. Experiments in this domain are still preliminary.5.2 OrthogonalityConditional on X, suppose the trees were actually independent as random variables on asuitably large space of images 
; then if each tree individually had any discriminating power,16



the overall performance could be made arbitrarily high. Obviously this is not possible andthe trees are in fact quite dependent, even conditionally given X.Our approach is not based on assessing statistical independence with an appropriatestochastic framework. Instead, we simply try to make the trees as \di�erent" as possible bytrying to avoid asking the same questions in comparable situations (similar node histograms)from tree to tree.We have experimented with several alternatives; the one which seems to give the bestresults is to use random sub-sampling of the questions. Suppose we are at a (current) terminalnode t and let Gt be the set of graphs we are allowed to consider (x4.4). The correspondingset of possible questions is Qt = fQgjg 2 Gtg, the number of which depends on the depthof node t (more speci�cally the number of \yes" answers in the node history) because thequestion are tied to existing vertices in the pending graph; the more existing vertices themore possible questions. We randomly select a �xed percentage of the questions in Qt, forexample one to ten percent, and choose from among these the one with highest informationgain. Invariably, the discriminating power of each individual tree is reduced. This is to beexpected since there is necessarily a smaller reduction in entropy at each node than wouldbe the case if all the allowable questions were permitted to actually be used. However, theaggregate performance of the family of trees can be substantially improved.5.3 Aggregating ResultsThe classi�cation is made as follows. Suppose K trees have been made. Given a test set 
test,each ! 2 
test is dropped down each tree, yielding distributions �1(!); :::; �K(!). Averagingover these we obtain the aggregate distribution:��(x; !) = 1K KXk=1�k(x; !); x 2 XThe estimated label is then X̂(!) = arg maxx2X ��(x; !):The classi�cation rate (at zero percent rejection) is the proportion of points in 
test for whichX(!) = X̂(!).Various criteria can be used to measure the con�dence in the classi�cation. For example,if the ratio of the weight ��(X̂(!); !) of the largest class to that of the second largest classexceeds some threshold, then the classi�cation is accepted; otherwise it is discarded and thedata point is considered to be unclassi�ed. In x8 we will report some typical values for zeropercent rejection and about six percent rejection.17



5.4 RobustnessOne additional advantage of using multiple trees is the insensitivity to changes in the protocolfor individual tree construction. Making what appear to be relatively major changes invarious \parameters," such as stopping criteria, sampling schemes, landmark masks, andsplitting criteria, has virtually no e�ect on the overall classi�cation rate.6 InvarianceOur experiments concern the classi�cation of handwritten digits based on high resolutionbinary images. We believe the strategy could be adapted to other visual recognition prob-lems. Any truly generic and extendible strategy must accommodate a wide range of imagingscenarios, including variations in shape, pose, and lightning, and the presence of clutter,occlusion, and noise.6.1 Data DistortionWe refer to transformations of the raw image data, due, for example, to changes in lighting,and to other distortions caused by image noise, blur, occlusion, etc. Due to our high qualitydata, these issues have not been seriously addressed. Still, the image attributes we utilize arelocal and elementary, basically just locations of oriented boundaries; the masks are designedto accommodate considerable variation in boundary presentation and appear to be stableagainst various forms of \binary noise." Extensions to grey-level images should therefore bepossible by replacing the matched �lters with relational masks depending only on relativebrightness, i.e., comparisons.Finally, the use of multiple trees provides a natural mechanism for dealing with occlu-sion and clutter. In fact, we have done some preliminary experiments in which trees areconstructed based on di�ering portions of the image data, for instance using only half theimage (top, left, etc.). The results are encouraging.6.2 Shape VariationBy construction, the questions are deformation-invariant, in the sense that the responses areinvariant to \rubber sheet" transformations, at least those which preserve the essence of theshape, i.e., keep a \4" looking like a \4". 18



6.3 A�ne TransformationsThe method is also translation-invariant by construction. Rotation-invariance can be in-cluded by aggregating the questions into invariant classes and using internal coordinates.For example, full rotation-invariance can be achieved by replacing the �rst question by aninvariant version in which the entire structure (the two participating landmarks and therelation between them) is said to exist when the landmarks and relation are rotated throughmultiples of some small angle. Once the pending graph is non-empty, future questions arethen based on the coordinate system determined by the locations of the �rst two vertices.Naturally there is a fall-o� in performance, even beyond such fundamental confusions as\6"and \9". Partial rotation-invariance results from using a coordinate frame based on twoexisting vertices when searching for a new landmark.The size range in the database is considerable, some digits being up to four times largerthan others in both height and width. Nontheless, we do not assume we know the size, nor dowe estimate it. In particular, neither the clustering nor the masks are adapted to the size ofthe digit. Some adjustment for (estimated) scale would likely be helpful, even necessary forattempting to recognize multiple objects (e.g., reading zip codes), but there does not seemto be any simple way to accomplish this without confronting the recognition/segmentationdilemma.7 Character RecognitionThe problem has many variations and the literature is immense. Surveys include [38] and[45]. Even the problem of handwritten character recognition (as opposed to machine printedcharacters) has many facets, depending on whether recognition is on-line or o�-line, whetherthe characters are isolated or touching, binary or grey-level, etc. The most di�cult problem isthe recognition of unconstrained script, i.e., \reading" unsegmented alphanumeric characterstrings based on pictures of ordinary handwriting. Zip codes ([1], [35]) and hand-drawnchecks also present a formidable challenge.The problem we consider is easier, mainly because the digits are segmented from thebackground and from each other. Even this problem has drawn enormous attention, includinga competition sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology ([48]).For nonparametric statistical methods see [5],[23] and [31]. Usually the techniques involvea neural network or some other form of nonlinear discriminant analysis, and do not addressthe description of shape in any direct way. An example of a model-based statistical approach19



is found in [24], in which shape is explicitly modeled by crafting prototypes for each class.It is somewhat di�cult ([1], [28]) to assess the state-of-the-art; for example, some \testsets" are widely considered to be more di�cult than others ([44]). At the NIST competition,the best recognition rate at zero percent rejection was 98:44%, but the next best was 96:84%,and only about half the systems produced error rates of less than �ve percent; see [48]. Sev-eral of the top methods were based on nearest neighbor and neural network classi�ers. Thetest set was considered quite di�cult and recognition rates reported elsewhere are generallyhigher. For example, using a nearest-neighbor system, the study in [44] achieves rates of96:88% with 10; 000 training points, 97:92% with 30; 000 training points, and 98:61% with100; 000 training points. With smaller training sets (around 5000), the rates are 95 � 96%with nearest-neighbor and feed-forward neural networks ([25]).8 Experiments8.1 DataThe experiments described were carried out with the USPS database produced and dis-tributed by CEDAR, SUNY Bu�alo. The training data consists of 19046 binary digitssegmented from zipcodes; the test set consists of 2213 segmented binary digits. The imagesvary widely in dimensions, from approximately 25� 25 to 100� 100. No preprocessing stepwas implemented to normalize or otherwise alter the data. The distribution over classes in
tr is not uniform, but our results are nearly identical when uniform subsets are selected fortraining and testing. Figure 5 shows some digits from the test set.
Figure 5: The �rst 40 images of the USPS test dataset.20



8.2 QuestionsRecall that L and R are, respectively, the set of vertex and edge labels. For the particularexamples described in x4, ]L = 17 and ]R = 24. If there are V vertices in the pendinggraph, there are V (V � 1)� ]R possible questions of the �rst type and V � ]R� ]L possiblequestions of the second type. These numbers are manageable and it is feasible to constructtrees of considerable depth, say up to 20, even without random sub-sampling. Due to thestopping rules, the trees are in fact less deep and highly unbalanced.8.3 Stopping RulesA stopping rule is used to determine when a node in the graph cannot be split any further.The trees are grown to a maximum depth D. In addition, a node is not split unless thenumber of data points exceeds a minimum valueM and the proportion of data points in thelargest class is less than P . Typical values are D = 12;M = 50 and P = 90. This results intrees with approximately 200 � 300 nodes.8.4 EnrichmentWith the USPS database we have enriched trees initially made with approximately 10; 000data points by sending down an additional 10; 000. Unless the stopping rules are extremelyconservative, the classi�cation rates based on individual trees and on the initial 10; 000 datapoints are higher than the rates on the test data. These two rates become virtually identicalwhen the distributions are updated; however, the overall classi�cation rate is only slightlyimproved. We expect additional improvement with su�cient data to warrant expanding thetrees, and work is underway using the recently acquired NIST database ([14]).8.5 ComputationFor both training data and test data the landmark locations were precalculated and stored.No e�ort has been made to accelerate any of the computations. For example, it wouldbe straightforward to search simultaneously for all the landmarks rather than one by one.Similarly, one could optimize the question-answering routine. Depending on the protocol,each tree requires about 30� 60 minutes to build on a Sun Sparc 10. The computation timefor classi�cation is approximately 100 data points per tree per second.21



8.6 Test ResultsThe best performance we could achieve with a single tree was approximately 92%, and weabandoned this approach. In Figure 6 we show the results for four groups of approximately�fty trees constructed under various protocols and based on 10; 000 training points.One protocol involves random sampling from the landmark types only, speci�cally choos-ing three of the landmarks at each node, but investigating all possible relations. The classi-�cation rate for this group reaches 97:4%, but is over 97% by the �fteenth tree. Moreoverwhen tested on the remaining 10000 training data points (before the enrichment step) theclassi�cation rate was just over 98%. Another protocol is the same, except that the entropycriterion is only applied to the two leading classes rather than all ten classes. The other twoprotocols involve variations in the stopping criteria, landmark masks, sampling schemes andthe use of ternary questions.Combining several groups results in rates around 98%. If we demand that the mode X̂have at least twice the weight of the next largest class, then 6:3% of the test data is rejectedand the classi�cation rate on the remaining data is 98:8%.
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Figure 6: Cumulative classi�cation rates with four di�erent protocols.22



9 DiscussionWe have reported our progress on an approach to shape recognition based on asking questionsabout the spatial arrangement of oriented boundary segments. The questions are organizedinto many highly structured sequences corresponding to branches on many decision trees.The outcome of each tree is a distribution over the possible shape classes. The use of treesfor classi�cation is not new, especially within a standard framework with feature vectors.Nor is data-driven tree construction based on entropy reduction. So far as we know, however,the use of a graphical or relational framework is new, as well as the use of randomization inthe construction of multiple, distribution-valued trees.The current implementation su�ers several limitations and does not extend as it stands tothe recognition of multiple objects in grey-level images. Nonetheless, we are encouraged bythe recognition rates on binary images of isolated handwritten numerals, especially in view ofthe relatively small training sets and the stability of the procedure. We believe that compu-tational strategies based on the systematic accumulation of relationships hold considerablepromise for general recognition.Acknowledgement. The interest of the second author in the \twenty questions" paradigmoriginates in unpublished work with E. Bienenstock, S. Geman, and D.E. McClure on invari-ant recognition of rigid objects, such as vehicles and character fonts. Both authors would alsolike to thank Stu Geman for stimulating discussions about competing recognition paradigms.References[1] Ahmed, P. and Suen, C.Y., \Computer recognition of totally unconstrained handwrittenZIP codes," Inter. J. Pattern Recog. and Artif. Intell., 1, 1-15, 1987.[2] Amit, Y. and Kong, A., \Graphical templates for image matching," Technical reportno. 373, Dept. of Statistics, University of Chicago, 1993.[3] Amit, Y., \Graphical shape templates for deformable model registration with applica-tion to MRI brain scans," Technical Report, Department of Statistics, University ofChicago, 1994.[4] Arkin, E., Meijer, H., Mitchell, J., Rappaport, D., and Skiena, S., \Decision trees forgeometric models," Proc. Ninth ACM Symp. on Computational Geometry, 1993.23
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